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1.  What are delayed subjects?
 with There is.../There are...

 with It (is)...

2.  What is a delayed object?

3.  What is an inverted clause?

4.  What is object fronting?

5.  When are helping verbs fronted?

Lesson Objectives



Part 1:
Delayed Subject and 
Delayed Objects
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17.  Unusual Word Order



Delayed Subjects
• A delayed subject occurs when the subject of a clause comes after the main 

verb.
• The most common delayed subject structures are with there and it*.

*In delayed subject structures, there and it are called dummy subjects.

• Learning a language takes time.
• Flying costs more (money).

Standard Order Delayed Subject
• An interesting show was on TV.
• A test will be on Friday.

• There was an interesting show on TV
• There will be a test on Friday.

• Following the idea that "you remember best what you hear (or read) last," delayed 
subjects are usually used to put the subject later in a sentence.

• Also, sometimes the "correct" order just sounds strange.

• It takes time to learn a language
• It costs more (money) to fly.

✔ There was no time for me to eat lunch.
✘ No time was for me to eat lunch.



There is… / There are…

• A clause with There is... or There are... is an example of a delayed subject 
structure.

• The word there has no meaning; it is only there so it looks like there is a subject 
before the verb.

• The actual subject is the noun that comes after the "be" verb.
• Therefore, the noun after the "be" verb controls subject-verb agreement.

• There is no time to waste.
• If there are no questions...

• There was an interesting show on TV
• There will be a test on Friday.

• There was a loud clap of thunder.
• There were two loud claps of thunder.

• This includes compound subjects with and.
• The first noun controls subject verb agreement.

• There is a cat and two dog in the living room.
• There are two dogs and a cat in the living room.



Other Patterns w/ There is… / There are…

• There is/are... is used when an SVC clause has a general subject.

 There was a deer in the front yard.
 There were three books on the table.
 There is something in the mailbox.

• There is/are... can also be used with clauses in the continuous tense.

 Two patients are waiting in the lobby.
 There are two patients waiting in the lobby.

 Thousands of bats were flying out of the cave.
 There were thousands of bats flying out of the cave.

 People have been living in Luoyang, China for over 40,000 years.
 There have been people living in Luoyang, China for over 40,000 years.

*It is not clear whether the new structure is still one clause in the continuous 
tense or two clauses, with the second clause being a reduced adjective clause.

 There are two patients (who are) waiting in the lobby.
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Delayed Subjects w/ It

• The gerund form of a verb can be the subject* of a sentence.

• Graduating from university takes a lot of hard work.
• Learning a foreign language isn’t easy.

*Infinitives can be the subject of a sentence, but it is not common or recommended.

• Using a delayed subject is a way to put the verb at the end of the sentence.

1.  Change the gerund subject to an infinitive.

2.  Move the entire infinitive phrase to the end of the sentence.

3.  Put it in front of the main verb as a dummy subject.



Delayed Subjects

Graduating from university takes a lot of hard work.

takes a lot of hard work to graduate from university.It

Learning a foreign language isn’t easy.

isn’t easy to learn a foreign language.It



Noun Clauses as Subjects

• A noun clause can be the subject of a sentence.

 Whether I can go depends on my work schedule.
 Where you go to university is much less important than how hard you work.
 That Maisie won so many prizes comes as no surprise to anyone.

*An appositive occurs when two nouns come back to back and the second noun 
is the same as the first noun.  The two nouns are in apposition.

 my youngest son, Skyler
 our little dog, Kimo
 the novel Gone with the Wind

• However, noun clauses with that can be very awkward.
• There are two ways to avoid these awkward sentences.

1.  Write the noun clause after a noun like the fact (that...).
In this case, the noun clause is an appositive*.

 The fact that the whole class is doing much better is encouraging.
 The idea that everyone learns the same way is crazy.
 The suggestion that the test should be cancelled was ultimately approved.



Noun Clauses as Subjects

 It is encouraging that the whole class is doing much better.
 It is crazy (to think) that everyone learns the same way.
 It was decided** that the test should be cancelled.

2.  Use the delayed subject pattern with it.

• This is an easy way to turn an active sentence with a noun clause object into a 
passive sentence.

 Someone suggested that the school develop an online academy.
 It was suggested that the school develop an online academy.

 Local residents say that the house on the hill is haunted.
 It is said that the house on the hill is haunted.

 Researchers have discovered that there is a bacteria that can eat plastic.
 It has been discovered that there is a bacteria that can eat plastic.



Delayed Objects w/ It

• A verb can be the object of an SVOC clause, usually make.

• The extreme heat made working outside dangerous.
• Online banking makes paying bills and transferring money easy.

• A delayed object is created basically the same way as a delayed subject.

1.  Change the gerund object to an infinitive.

2.  Move the entire infinitive phrase to the end of the sentence.

3.  Put it between make and the object as a dummy object.



Delayed Objects

The extreme heat made working outside dangerous.

The extreme heat made it dangerous to work outside.

Online banking make transferring money easy.

Online banking makes it easy to transfer money.



Part 2:
Inverted Clauses
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Inverted Clauses

 The missing keys were under the bed.
 Under the bed were the missing keys.

• An inverted clause* is a clause in which the subject comes after the main verb.
• This is most common with the "be" verb and prepositional complements.

• This pattern can also be used with main verbs in the continuous tense and the 
passive voice.

• The main verb (~ing / ~en form) comes at the beginning of the sentence.

 Skyler’s proud parents were standing on the sideline.
 Standing on the sideline were Skyler’s proud parents.

 Emma’s present, a new car, was parked in front of the house.
 Parked in front of the house was Emma’s present, a new car.

• This pattern is sometimes used with SV clauses followed by a prepositional phrase 
that answers the question Where...?

 Basketball legend Michael Jordan walked into the room.
 Into the room walked basketball legend Michael Jordan.

*These inverted clauses are most common in literature, not writing.  They are 
used to create suspense, when the subject is a surprise.



Part 3:
Fronting Objects and 
Helping Verbs
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Object Fronting

• Object fronting means that the direct object of a clause comes before the subject 
and main verb.

• The simplest example of object fronting is information questions with what, 
which or how (many).

I chose Call of the Wild for my book report.

What did you choose for your book report.

what

A movie ticket costs over $10 in New York City.

How much does a movie ticket cost in New York City?

how much



Object Fronting

• Object fronting is most common with noun and adjective clauses.
• The object is also the connecting word, which must be in the front.

This sweater was made in Iceland.  My wife gave me the sweater for my birthday.

that my wife gave me…

my wife gave me that to …

Object Adjective Clauses
• The relative pronoun* (who, which, that) replaces the object of the original clause.
• Then, the relative pronoun is moved to the front of the clause.
• Finally, the adjective clause is connected to the noun it describes.

The sweater that my wife gave me for my birthday was made in Iceland.

*Recognizing an object adjective clause can be difficult because the object 
(relative pronoun) is often not written. 

 The wedding dress the princess wore... (that the princess wore…)



Object Fronting

I will study something next semester.

what I will study next semester

I will study what next semester

Noun Clauses
• The relative pronoun* (who, which, what) replaces the direct object.
• Then, the pronoun is moved to the front of the clause.
• Finally, the adjective clause is connected to the verb or preposition.

I am still trying to decide what I will study next semester.

• One common mistake with object fronting is adding an unnecessary object 
pronoun, like it, after the main verb.

• This includes noun clauses that are reduced to infinitive phrases.

✘ the book that I am reading it.
✘ I can’t decide what I’m going to wear it to the party.
✘ I can’t decide what to wear it to the party.



Object Fronting

We should order three pizzas.

how many pizzas we should order

We should order how many pizzas.

Noun Clauses (cont.)
• The pronouns which and how (much) replace words modifying a noun object.
• Because the direct object is connected to these connecting words...
• ...the noun is pulled to the front with the connecting words.

We need to decide how many pizzas we should order.

• A common mistake with which and how (much) is only moving the 
connecting word(s) and leaving the object after the main verb.

✘ Our teacher told us which we should bring our books to class tomorrow.
✘ We need to decide how many we are going to order pizzas.
✘ We need to decide how many to order pizzas.



Fronting Helping Verbs
• In standard sentence structure, helping verbs come after the subject 

(between the subject and main verb).

• However, in questions, helping verbs come before the subject.
• This is an example of fronting a helping verb.

• Helping verbs are also fronted in two other common situations

 Only with extensive study and practice will your skill improve beyond basic.

 we should go…
 they have finished…

 Kai doesn’t need…
 everyone could join…

 Should we go…?
 Have they finished…?

 Does Kai need…?
 Could everyone join…?

1.  When clauses begin with certain adverbs like only

 Had I known about the concert, I would have gone with you.

2.  Conditional statements without “if”

• Both of these situations are very formal and more common in literature than in 
academic, professional English.



Fronting Helping Verbs

Beginning with Adverbs Like Only
• When only comes at the beginning of a sentence connected to another adverb, 

prepositional phrase or adverb clause...
• ...the main clause begins with a fronted helping verb.

• Very often, there is a shift in negation when one of these adverbs is moved from 
the end of a sentence to the beginning.

 The game couldn’t begin until then.
 Only then could the game begin.

 Shaquille O’Neil is not only an NBA legend; he also has a Doctorate.
 Not only is Shaquille O’Neil an NBA legend; he also has a Doctorate.

 The planet will be saved only when everyone makes serious changes.
 only when everyone makes serious changes will the planet be saved.

 any more   no more
 We won’t accept second class status any more.
 No more will we accept second class status.

 until then   only then
 No one will be satisfied until then.
 Only then will everyone/anyone be satisfied.



Fronting Helping Verbs

Conditional Statements without If
• A conditional statement is a statement usually with the conjunction if (or others 

like unless and as long as).
• You can write an unreal condition without if, but to do so, you must front the 

helping verb (or be verb when it is a main verb).
• Unreal conditionals are statements that cannot happen; they are impossible.

• For real conditionals, you can drop the if, but you need to add the helping verb 
should.

 If I were ten years younger, I would probably get my Ph.D.
 Were I ten years younger, I would probably get my Ph.D.

 If I had known you were in town, I would have invited you to dinner.
 Had I known you were in town, I would have invited you to dinner.

 If the room gets too hot, there’s a fan in the closet.
 Should the room get too hot, there’s a fan in the closet.

 Feel free to call the front desk if you need anything.
 Feel free to call the front desk should you need anything.
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